Abstract: Stirred tank reactors are widely used in the chemical process industry and in many of them there are problems and constraints related to the temperature control. In order to achieve a model suitable for temperature control of such a system a number of ad hoc assumptions and approximations are generally made. Here, a method to systematically evaluate the validity of such simplifications based on the resulting performance of the controlled closed loop system is proposed. The method is applied to a twocompartment model of a reactor with an exothermic reaction. It is then shown that many standard assumptions are reasonable but some assumptions are clearly not advisable because of possibly deteriorated closed loop performance. Copyright 
INTRODUCTION
An exothermic reaction in a reactor can easily run out of control, since a rise in temperature will make the reaction go faster and the reaction itself produces heat. To avoid instability many of these reactions are run today with highly diluted components and reaction temperatures well below optimal operating temperatures. Thus, an efficient temperature control would increase the productivity of such processes, since the reactant concentration and operating temperature can be higher. In order to determine a non-trivial temperature controller, reactor models suitable for controller design are required. Preferably, the models should be of low order, but with variables still having a direct physical interpretation.
There are many tank reactor models suitable for investigation of special phenomena or specific control strategies, see for instance (Lagerberg and Breitholtz, 1997; Abel and Marquardt, 2003) and references therein. However, in many of these models, assumptions have been made that might not be valid in general. For example, one commonly used approximation in tank reactor modelling is to ignore the temperature dependence of the specific heat capacities. In many models all heat capacities are also set to the heat capacity of water when water is used as liquid solvent. There are also many ways to reduce and simplify a complex first principles model, for example by nonlinear identification as described by Vargas and Allgöwer (2004) . In this paper, we begin the modelling and model reduction with a detailed compartmental model of a non-ideally stirred tank reactor and then we propose a method to systematically evaluate the validity of such simplifications based on the resulting performance of the controlled closed loop system. The key steps are (i) a linearization of the compartmental model, (ii) a preliminary controller design for the simplified and for the detailed model, (iii) determination of the closed loop sensitivity functions and stability measures, and (iv) an evaluation of the deviation of these closed loop measures resulting from the model simplifications.
Since not all tank reactors are perfectly mixed, we have used compartmental modelling to describe a nonideally stirred tank reactor. Compartmental modelling is used in many different applications, see for instance (Godfrey, 1983; Reuss and Bajpai, 1991) . Here, the tank reactor is divided into smaller parts where each one of them is described as an ideally stirred tank reactor. How well stirred the total reactor is can then be described by fictitious flows between the compartments. As indicated by ten Cate et al. (2000) the compartmental relationships are hard to determine experimentally but can be found through computational fluid dynamics (CFD) calculations. The more compartments used, the better the model can describe the non-ideally stirred tank reactor. However, as a start, and since the method is easier to follow, we limit our study to a two-compartments model, which in many cases is sufficient to describe the non-ideality of the mixing (Alexopoulos et al., 2002) . The dynamics of the cooling system have not been treated here, since the main focus has been on simplifications of the chemical reaction model. However, for controller design a model of the cooling system may be needed as well. An example model of a cooling system can be found in (Lagerberg and Breitholtz, 1997) .
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A Two-Compartments Model
In the reactor model, the compartments are numbered 1 and 2 (see Figure 1) , where the inlet and the outlet from the tank are located in compartment 1. The reactor is equipped with a cooling jacket around the reactor, i.e. in compartment 1. A similar reactor is found in (Luyben, 1990) . In this example, the dynamics of the cooling system are neglected and its temperature is considered as an operational degree of freedom.
The following reaction is assumed to take place in each of the two compartments of the tank reactor.
where the reaction rate is described by
All symbols used in these and the following equations are listed in Section 5.
The densities ρ of all compounds considered are assumed to be constant and all heat capacities c p are functions of temperature approximated by:
where l denotes the liquid solvent.
Mass balances and energy balances of the two compartments then give the following nonlinear differential equations:
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Fig. 1. An example of a two compartmental model
The concentration in compartment i of the liquid solvent follows from an algebraic equation:
Operating Window
The continuous reactor can operate in a steady state under the right circumstances. In order to find the operating points for the two compartmental continuous reactor, the time derivatives of Equations (4) to (9) are set to zero. However for certain combinations of the
Af , c Bf , T 1 and T 2 the continuous system cannot operate in a steady state, since either c A1 , c A2 or R 12 = R 21 would have to be negative then.
All points where the continuous system can reach a steady state define the operating window. Standard linearization around the operating point, results in a sixth order linearized model for each operating point in the operating window.
A Linear Time Invariant State Space Model of Minimal Order
If the cooling energy flow in compartment 1 is used as input and one of the two temperatures as output, the linearization results in two different linear models, 
The nonlinear differential equations of c A1 , c A2 , H 1 and H 2 can now be rewritten using the two new state variables from (11). Since Equation (11) is not dependant on the input signal P or the other state variables, c A1 + c B1 and c A2 + c B2 describe the noncontrollable modes. Before the model can be reduced, the stability of these modes has to be determined. No stability problems can arise from the reduction if (11) is input output stable from c Af + c Bf , i.e. A 2 has both its eigenvalues in the negative half of the complex plane.
The eigenvalues (λ) of A 2 are found from:
Both eigenvalues are in the negative half plane if and only if Equation (12) is Hurwitz, i.e. if and only if
This is true for all positive flows. If there is no inflow, i.e. Q f = 0, one of the eigenvalues will be zero. This will not cause a problem, since the system (11) lacks an input signal.
ANALYSIS IN CLOSED LOOP
Model errors will affect the sensitivity function S = (I + GF )
and the complementary sensitivity function T ≡ I − S (Glad and Ljung, 2000) . Since these all cp constant and equal to cp for the operating point:
all cp are cp for water and temperature dependent:
a combination of A1 and A3:
a combination of A2 and A3:
functions describe the performance of the controlled closed loop system, changes in S and T give an indication of the effect of the model change on the controlled system. S and T have been calculated for the closed loop in Figure 2 , where the linearized single input single output (SISO) system G is controlled by a controller F . The tank model G is SISO with either T 1 or T 2 as output variable.
In order to evaluate the importance of parameter approximations and model assumptions the closed loop properties are studied for the situations given in Table 1. For the resulting approximate modelĜ a controllerF is designed to give the systemĜF designated closed loop characteristics. The controllerF is then used in a closed loop with the original tank model G. From this closed loop system the corresponding sensitivity functionsŜ andT are calculated. These altered sensitivity functions are then compared to S and T calculated for GF in closed loop. In the original closed loop system F , is designed for G in the same way asF is designed forĜ.
Choice of Controller
A prerequisite for the analysis of sensitivity functions is a controller. The controller must achieve closed loop stability without being unnecessarily forgiving. A highly complex controller may well be best suited for controlling the system but in this investigation could also hide model errors important for a system controlled by a less complex controller. Hence, if a model error is small enough for the test controller to handle, other possible controllers should be able to handle that specific model error as well.
The tank model with T 1 as its output has a pole excess of one and if T 2 is chosen as output, the model has a pole excess of two. No time delays in either of the two systems are considered and all poles and zeros are located strictly in the negative half of the complex plane. Hence, the phase of the first system asymptotically reaches −90
• as frequency increases and the argument of the second system reaches −180
• asymptotically. Thus a simple integral (I) controller would give a stable closed loop system and also fulfill the prerequisite of a simple controller.
The I-controller used is designed to give the resulting feedback system for GF andĜF 60
• phase margins.
Closed Loop Measures
If the integrals
and
are small the parameter change or approximation marginally affect the closed loop system and is therefore acceptable. However, the interpretation of a "small" value of E S and E T has to be defined for each system investigated. After simulation of the twocompartments tank model in closed loop with different approximate controllersF , we conclude that the closed loop system will not be significantly affected if:
Here, significantly affected is defined as a noticeable difference in the step response of the nonlinear closed loop systems. The phase margin of the linear system GF in close loop is also investigated. That analysis serves as a measure of how the stability is affected by the parameter changes.
Acceptable Model Changes
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The results are presented for the system where T 1 is output but qualitatively the results for T 2 are equivalent. Model changes can also affect the stability margins, and therefore the phase margins for GF in closed loop are calculated. The results from the analyses are presented more in detail in (Olesen, 2004) .
For c Af = 5000 mol/m 3 almost all approximations and parameter changes studied seem to be acceptable for the operating point chosen. However, if the concentrations of A and B are increased, the c p approximations A3, A4 and A5, where c p for the liquid solvent is used as an overall c p , will cause significant deterioration. From the calculations of E S and E T for all operating points and different values of c Af it turns out that, as a rule of thumb, the approximations A3, A4 and A5 should not be used if c A + c B ≥ c l /2.
An interesting result is also that the approximation A2, where c p is assumed to be its value in the operating point, hardly causes any model error at all for the closed loop system in Table 2 . However, a rise in concentration will affect this approximation negatively but the approximation is still useful. A further investigation of A2 shows that it is a better approximation the closer the two operating point temperatures in the compartments are. 5.6 · 10 −3 1.7 · 10 −3 5.6 · 10 −6 8.7 · 10 −6 E = 0.93E
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From a study of the phase margins, we find that approximations A3, A4 and A5 decrease the phase margin by 10
• for high concentrations of A in the tank. This observation also indicates that the assumption has to be used with care.
As seen in Table 3 , changes in density can have a large effect on the system. The high values of E S and E T for ρ A in Table 3 could be taken as an indication that a dependence of the densities on temperature may have to be considered for high concentrations, which requires a further investigation along similar lines.
Tables 2 and 3 both indicate that variations in E, k 0 , ∆H r and h A of the magnitudes presented in Tables 2  and 3 will not affect the closed loop. However, these variations affect the operating window.
To test the generality of the results, new systems G have been constructed for other values of E and ∆H and a higher temperature dependence of c p (β 1λ doubled). The conclusions drawn from the presented examples are valid for these new G as well.
CONCLUSIONS
For compartmental models of chemical reactors, sensitivity analysis is a powerful tool for investigating how approximations and parameter changes will affect the controller design. However, suitable measures for the changes in sensitivity function (E S ) and complementary sensitivity function (E T ) have to be decided for each system.
From the analysis made on this example system it can be seen that the temperature dependance of c p can be ignored, especially if the constant c p value is chosen as c p in the operating point for each substance. To approximate c p as c p for the liquid solvent is not advisable if the solution is not highly diluted.
The exponential temperature dependence of the reaction rate (Equation (2)) cannot be replaced by a polynomial in this example, since even small changes in E will strongly affect the operating window.
LIST OF SYMBOLS
A
The reactant B
The product c λ Concentration of substance λ = A, B, l mol/m
